
Town of Canmore Planning RE: Public Review Input TSMV Smith Creek  ASP Development Permitting Process: 
For over a generation, the Town of Canmore has  generously  brought me a deep joy and satisfaction, as it does 
for many others. It is a place where the wonder of nature and glimpses of paradise can be imaged and realized 
from time to time. Surrounded by federal and provincial parks, municipal and improvement districts, and the 
Town and its  boundaries create a national and international destination. A huge delight for those who come here 
to appreciate what is here now. In the last three or so years I have made a point of exploring and conveying 
myself within the Town of Canmore Boundary areas with resident friends and visitors. I enjoy this tremendously, 
as many do. It is my hope that all the plans that layer into this permit application, its review and ultimately, it’s 
approval or not: will allow future generations to experience’  at least or better, the same wildlife spectrum that is 
here now: ideally forever! Nature’s therapy  brings people here from around the world. It won me over. This  is an 
exceptional destination that  supports many: in many ways. How strong a thing is this nature medicine? It seems it 
is “the  prescription of the day” as shared on the news of late. 

I appreciate and  respect all stakeholders, each with their own interests and emotions. They know that  permit 
inputs will need to fit into the myriad of regulatory acts, regulations, guidelines, local public policy, and learned 
opinions that melds into a permit.  It is a huge challenge to truly meet all stakeholders needs. Stakeholders’ 
ownerships  are great, and so too can be  the rewards.  I wonder after the key stakeholders and experts parle’ and 
agree do what may be “permitted” will “this development” pass all the stakeholders’ interests?  Will it pass the 
test of time?  I suggest this to this council of today: please try to think forward for the next 100 councils’ terms. 
My bias, if it were me, would be to: go slow, permit a little, measure-measure-measure, provide continuous public 
feedback for continuous wildlife management improvement,  improve the use of proactive and reactive wildlife 
stewardship key performance indicators (KPIs) for improving human-wildlife interaction systems. The measures 
need to be effective enough to stand the test of time and inclusive enough for all stakeholders . Include them as a 
condition for permit and post development continuation. Use these KPIs  not just for this project. Use them for 
our town’s land and boundaries in collaboration with other authorities and neighbours in the Bow Valley. I believe 
we need to up our wildlife management, bring it  into the 21st century.  The news presents ideas: Calgary to Banff 
light railcar traffic to support tourism may be feasible. I think it is safe to say: “all types of demands will continue 
to grow for Canmore”.  

Without strong stewardship of what we “permit”, how do  we know with reasonable certainty that an approved 
permit will meet all stakeholders’ expectations now and into the future, especially impacts to wildlife domain. 
From the historical perspective of wildlife and nature  personified:  they would likely voice that mankind has 
mostly created “adverse possession” especially for the last number of centuries  . Past  project performance 
should also be factored into controls within the permit. Future projects must do a lot better than the current 
reclamation remediation status as demonstrated by the last such project in this area.  I believe continued diligent 
effort, go forward, will create, as best, a win-win outcome. Progressive Europeans alpine communities are 
increasing bylaws to take back man-made adverse-impact areas so wildlife  can interconnect with re-established  
green space to help reintroduce lost wildlife species. I believe a well-considered and  applied effort will be worth it 
for the future generations to come. It is my  hope: future opportunities continue to exist for all to enjoy 
occasionally overlapping  striding wolf tracks along a snow-covered ridgeline or  a fly-by of a northern hawk-owl or 
that first scouting yellow-rumped warbler that leads  its north bound flock to spring in the valley.  This  decision, if 
approved as is, may be the development  that causes its adjacent Bow Valley  wildlife arteries to fail soon 
especially for species at risk.  Please be responsible stewards,  go slow, take small permit steps, and apply a ton of 
accountability that includes  owner-developer permit fail criteria with guaranteed  bond for reclamation should an 
approved development fail. Make  successful owner-permit holders account, if approved, through all 
development and sustainment phases. Help us be more wildlife accountable: for that:  you would have my 
support.  

Zane Berezuk 


